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A Note to All Readers of the Daily UBURadical Fundamentalist Threat Update:
The intelligence below is raw intelligence reporting and is for informational purpose only.

Investigations or other actions should not be initiated without FBlliQ authority.
The infonnation should not be a part of any official file.
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Further dissemination of this information beyond
FBI personnel must receive prior FBIHQ approval.

ITOS THREAT UPDATE WEBPAGE

DAILY UBL I RADICAL FUNDAMENTALIST
THREAT UPDATE

Wednesday August 1, 2001

Newly Reported Threats and Incidents

The following information has not been published in previous editions of the UBL Unit I Radical
Fundamentalist Unit Daily Threat Update.

'm
\ '1).~/NF,OC) FBI Walk-in provides more suspect threat information. FBlliQ has

previously advised ofa FBI walk-in who alleged :hat UBL operatives were targeting U.S.
interests in the Middle East region. FBlliQS noted that all of the walk-in's reporting was very
general in nature and that he did not provide any specific names or identifying data concerning
the alleged terrorists. It is noted that the walk-in has continually claimed in his reporting that the b 6

terrorists have an interest in "red mercury" (FBlliQS comment: use of this term usually indicates 7fD
the information is fabricated or embellished).

o
(U)V
~, OC) On 7/31/2001, the walk-in advised the F:BI that an individual identified asl ~
I ~as recently telephonically contacted him and advised tha~ ----Ir
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(U) )s(1NF, OC) Additionallyl fill enter the
united states via Canada for the purpose ofperpetrating a terrorist act in New York city (NFD·

I I
o

lUI :t52'x.,INF OCi I

o

~/INF, OC) According to the walk-in, UBL will visit a training camp in northern Yemen at the
end of August 2001. The training camp is uti1izec. by UBL supporters for training related to
diplomat kidnapings (NFl) and airplane hijackings (NFDJ
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(U)~, OC) Based on the foreign liaison service characterization and the analysis of the walk
in's reporting (as set forth above) it is likely the walk-in is a fabricator and his threat reporting, is
very likely bogus. However, as a result of the continuing threat posed by UBL and his supporters
the FBI is disseminating all related threat infonna~ion. (FBlHQS telegram dated 8/1/0 I)

Updated Threats and Incidents

The information set forth below is updated information of current threats reported in previous editions.

No Updates

Previously Reported Threats and Incidents
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FBIHQCOMMENT~Historically much of the information provided by sources or G
obtainedb~has been embellished or fabricated.
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Other Related Intelligence

IRAN/HEZBOLLAH UNIT THREATS

No new items.
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Return to Threat Update List
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A Note to All Readers of the Daily UBL/Radical Fundamentalist Threat Update:
The intelligence below is raw intelligence reporting and is for informational purpose only.

Investigations or other actions should not be initiated without FBIHQ authority.
The information should'not be a part of any cifficialfile.

Further dissemination of this information beyond
FBI personnel must receive prior FBIHQ approval.
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The following information has not been published in previous editions of the UBL Unit! Radical
Fundamentalist UnitDaily Threat Update. - ,

(U) 1l.,Xt,NF,OC) FBI Walk-in provides more suspect threat information. FBlliQ has .
previously advised of a FBI walk-in who alleged thafUBL operatives were targeting U.S.
interests in the Middle East region; FBIHQS noted that alJ.ofthe walk-in's reporting was very
general in nature and that he did not provide.any specific names or identifying data concerning
the alleged terrorists. It is noted thatl _
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IU) ~/NF, OC) Based ~n the foreign liaison servicecharacterizat~on andthe analysis of the walk
in's reporting (as set forth above) it is likely the walk::'in is a fabricator and his threat reporting, is
very likely bogus. However, as a result of the continuing threat posed by UBL and his supporters
the FBI is disseminating all related threat informa~ion. (FBIHQS telegram dated 8/1/01)

Updated Threats and Incidents .

The information set forth below is updated iilformation ofcurrent threats~eportedin previous editions.

No Updates

Previously Rep0r:1:ed Threats anq Incidents
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Other Related Intelligence

IRAN/HEZBOLLAH UNIT THREATS

No new items.

MIDDLE EAST UNIT THREATS

DRY FROM: Multiple Sources
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Return to Threat Vpdate List
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